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Custom hosting solutions 
orchastrated for your needs.

www.opusinteractive.com

Cloud Hosting ● IaaS ● Colocation ● DRaaS & Backup ● VDI  
● Object Storage ● Multi-Cloud Monitoring

Why Customers Choose Us
Whether you’re just starting out, or exploring solutions to allow you to 
focus more intently on your core business, Opus Interactive offers a range 
of benefits for your business.

PREMIUM FACILITIES
We combine leading class facilities with our own highly resilient network to 
offer a reliable environment for your IT infrastructure. We’ve strategically 
built in Tier III facilities located in the top datacenter hubs in the nation to 
deliver location, network, security, redundancy, and low-cost power. 

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
We work with you to understand the unique requirements and goals of your 
business and orchastrate custom solutions that deliver what you need and 
continue to tweek to accommodate your evolving needs. 

DEDICATED EXPERTISE
Our team of experts is committed to working closely with customers to solve 
problems and drive business success.

PARTNERSHIPS
We’ve been in the industry for over 20 years and are proud to have formed lasting 
partnerships with leading companies that are known for quality and reliability. 

CERTIFICATIONS
We’re experienced in the programs, systems, and technologies that 
businesses depend on, including SSAE 18, PCI-DSS and HIPAA.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Our team is made up of experts that are dedicated to delivering what you 
need, when you need it. 
 

www.opusinteractive.com

Trusted advisors since 1996. 
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ABOUT OPUS INTERACTIVE

Opus Interactive is a woman-owned cloud, colocation, and IT services company 
based in Portland, Oregon. Our mission-critical IT services deliver end-to-end 
support for Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI), shared services, cloud first 
strategies, and digital transformation. We’ve spent over 20 years building strong 
partnerships and honing a service mix that we deliver from Tier III datacenters 
located in Oregon, Texas, and Northern Virginia (FISMA high rated). A member 
of VMware and HPE partnership programs since 2005 and PCI-DSS, HIPAA, and 
SSAE 18 SOC 2 Type II audited, the company’s past performance includes proven 
results since 1996. 

• Cloud Hosting
• IaaS
• Colocation
• DRaaS & Backup
• VDI
• Object Storage
• Multi-Cloud Monitoring

For more information 
Please visit www.opusinteractive.com or connect with Opus Interactive on Twitter, 
Facebook, or LinkedIn. 



We’ve got a 15 year history of 
working with Opus Interactive. Their 

commitment to customized, high 
performance hosting solutions is 

phenomenal.  At the end of the day, 
we just trust that they’ll deliver.

 - Todd Hutchinson, WEtap Media

www.opusinteractive.com

CLOUD HOSTING
Improve network performance, reduce cost, and scale on-demand with 
custom cloud solutions.
• VMware Virtual Data Center
• Private Cloud Infrastructure
• Hybrid Cloud Solutions
• Virtual Compute Environments
• Geo-Diverse High Availability Architecture
• Data Storage and Backup
• Content Delivery Network

IAAS
Replace hardware expenses with the latest and greatest infrastructure. 
Certified engineers keep your resources running and maintained to ensure 
scalability and high-performance in a pay-as-you-go model. 
• Equipment provisioning 
• IT operations
• Storage
• Hardware
• Servers
• Firewalls
• Load-balancers 
• Networking components

COLOCATION
Keep equipment investment safe, secure, and operating at peak performance 
in our state-of-the-art-facilities.
• Tier III+ Facilities
• Secure Cabinets, Cages, Suites
• Geographic Diversity
• 100% Uptime Guarantee

Maximize your performance, 
security, and scalability.
WE SPECIALIZE IN IT SOLUTIONS HOSTED ON HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
INFRASTRUCTURE INSIDE OF WORLD CLASS FACILITIES. 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution. Every customer has different goals and 
different requirements that are needed to reach those goals and ensure 
business continuity. We offer more than two decades of experience hosting 
and managing critical IT infrastructures. Whatever the requirements, our 
approach is to engineer the best solution that delivers where, how, and when 
the enterprise needs it. 

Our services include:
• Cloud Hosting
• IaaS
• Colocation
• DRaaS/BaaS
• Hosting
• AWS Monitoring
• PaaS/CaaS (for Developers)

ASK FOR A QUOTE!
sales@opusinteractive.com 

(866) 678-7955

DRAAS/BAAS
Ensure enterprise continuity, reduce costs, and improve service levels with 
easy-to-activate availability solutions. Protect on-premise applications to the 
cloud, and/or In-Cloud DR, protecting applications deployed in the cloud and 
replicated to one of our secondary cloud-enabled data centers.
• Enable rapid backup and recovery
• Eliminate manual coordination of hardware and virtualization

VDI
Virtual desktops and published applications that can be securely delivered on 
demand through a single pane all powered by VMWare Horizon™.
• Desktops and Applications through a Single Platform
• Dramatically Improves ROI
• Secures Data and Simplifies Compliance
• Simplifies Desktop and Application Management

MULTI-CLOUD MONITORING SERVICES
Monitor the health and performance of your cloud environments, public, private, 
and hybrid. Gain deeper operational views of your entire IT universe—across 
multiple technologies, vendors, and clouds.
• Drive IT Efficiencies 
• Manage Multi-Cloud Resources, Apps, Data, and Devices
• Enforce Policy and Security Across IT Operations

OBJECT STORAGE
Multi-cloud data storage at petabyte scale with low latency and concurrent 
accessibility.
• Enterprise-ready scale-out file, object, and AWS S3 storage
• Software-defined -- runs on any x86 Linux servers
• Unlimited capacity and performance scaling
• No single point of failure

www.opusinteractive.com

SLA
Guarantee
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